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I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN ECOLOGY
During the developmental stages of the field of ecology, physiology was a central
component of ecological studies. In the early part of this century, animal, and especially
plant, ecologists focused on the role of local climate in shaping natural populations
(Kingsland 1991). As the direction of the field progressed, many of the seminal studies in
ecology adopted an either/or approach: either abiotic (and therefore, physiological)
factors or biotic (e.g., competition and predation) factors were responsible for the
observed distribution and abundance of organisms in nature (e.g., Davidson &
Andrewartha 1948, Holling 1959). In many early studies, responses to environmental
factors at the population-level were not further dissected to direct responses at the
individual-level (Brown 1991). Physiological ecology, in particular, was often criticized
for "showing that animals can live where they do (Brown 1991, Feder & Block 1991)."
This bias toward population-level studies, without consideration for individual-level
responses, may have been due to the interest and focus of researchers at the time, and to
the then current direction of the field of physiological ecology. However, it may have also
been due, in part, to the lack of appropriate tools and techniques to directly evaluate
physiological parameters at sub-organismal levels. Consequently, as ecologists began to
recognize the importance of biotic factors, particularly predation and competition, and as
the role of biotic factors in shaping community structure was substantiated by2
experimental approaches, "...physiological considerations were ...essentially dropped from
the ecological language (Huey 1991)."
The relatively recent explosion of techniques in cellular and molecular biology
opened up innumerable possibilities; appropriate techniques became available to
specifically answer questions that previously could only be addressed hypothetically or
speculatively, in many sub-disciplines in biology, including physiological ecology. Current
ecological thought has also been influenced by a change in perspective; the focus has
shifted away from a dichotomous (i.e., either/or) perspective to one with a greater
appreciation for the relative importance of different factors, and this view has been
incorporated into research approaches (J. Lubchenco, pers. comm.). Recently, there has
been an increasing focus on the relative importance of both biotic and abiotic factors, as
well as interactions between the two, in determining population- and community-level
structure and processes (e.g., Bertness & Callaway 1994, Menge & Sutherland 1987).
Yet, before we can fully appreciate the population- and community-level implications of
abiotic factors, we must understand the physiological effects at the level of the individual
organism (e.g., Dunham 1993, Murdoch 1993). In many current research areas, including
habitat selection (e.g., Huey 1991), interspecific and intraspecific biogeographical
distributions (e.g., Graves & Somero 1982, Powers et al. 1993), and population
differentiation (e.g., Crawford & Powers 1992, Hilbish & Koehn 1985), researchers have
reincorporated physiological considerations into ecological studies.
ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS
Hoffman and Parsons (1991) define environmental stress as an environmental
factor that causes a potentially injurious change to a biological system. Menge and
Sutherland (1987) further classify environmental stress into two categories: physical3
stress, effects produced by mechanical forces, and physiological stress, effects produced
by changes in rates of biochemical reactions, which are directly affected by environmental
factors (e.g., temperature, moisture, solar radiation, and salinity). Any definition of stress
implicitly includes both the environmental force and the organism's state. In the ecological
literature, the term stress is commonly used to describe habitats in which there is a
potential for high mortality or drastic reductions in reproductive output due to altered
environmental conditions (Hoffman and Parsons 1991).
Wethey (1984) demonstrated the importance of lethal heat/desiccation stress on
the outcome of interspecific competition between two intertidal barnacles, Chthamalus
fragilis and Semibalanus balanoides. In the absence of this stress, S.balanoides out-
competes C. fragilis. However, the effects of lethal heat/desiccation stress in the high
intertidal zone during summer months reversed this trend, and altered distribution
patterns.
Similarly, Lubchenco (1986) and Menge and Sutherland (1987) showed that the
effects of predation (in this case, herbivory) by a littorine snail (Littorina spp.) on New
England rocky intertidal algal assemblage were modified by the level of environmental
stress, or disturbance, along a wave-exposure gradient. In summer months, when the level
of disturbance from storms was low, effects of predation increased dramatically from high
to low wave-exposure sites. Conversely, when the level of disturbance from storms was
more severe, during winter months, effects of predation werelow across all wave-
exposures (Lubchenco 1986, Menge & Sutherland 1987).
Environmental stress may affect a suite of community structure factors, including
recruitment patterns, predation, competition, and trophic-level complexity (Menge &
Sutherland 1987). In turn, these factors influence the distribution and abundance of
organisms in a community. Indeed, the importance of disturbance (i.e., lethal stress) in
affecting community structure patterns is well documented. In addition to effects of
physical disturbance, effects of physiological disturbance have been extensively studied in4
many communities, and in particular,in intertidal habitats. Although lethal physiological
limits of many intertidal inhabitants have been well characterized on the organismal-level
(Newell 1979), specifically how such organisms might respond, and thus, how populations
and communities might respond, to sublethal stress, such as elevated temperatures,
requires an understanding of how climatic conditions interact with the internal biochemical
functioning of individuals.
Several conceptual models in ecology, such as environmental stress models,
distribution limits and zonation models, and diversity gradient models invoke the concept
of environmental stress. These models suggest that community structure is directly or
indirectly dependent on the relative level of environmental stress (e.g., Bertness &
Callaway 1994, Menge & Sutherland 1987, Menge & Olson 1990). Predictions based on
these models ultimately depend on how individual organisms are specifically affected by
stress. For example, Menge and Farrell (1989) suggest that mobileorganisms may be
more sensitive to environmental stress than aresessile organisms in rocky intertidal
habitats. This assumption leads to the prediction that, under conditions of high
environmental stress, mobile predators will be more negatively affected than their sessile
prey (Menge & Farrell 1989).
Bertness and Callaway (1994) also advocate the re-coupling of abiotic and biotic
factors in community structure models. They cite several examples where facilitations (i.e.,
positive biotic interactions, as opposed to negative biotic interactions such as competition
and predation) are important in habitat-amelioration of environmental stress in diverse
habitats; in desert, salt-marsh, and intertidal communities, there are cases of neighbor-
species buffering other species from environmental stress, and thus facilitating their
recruitment, survival, or growth (Bertness & Callaway 1994). They hypothesize that
facilitations should be common, and potentially important components of community
structure, in habitats with high levels of environmental stressand also suggest that the
relevance of positive biotic interactions may have been overlooked in part because5
ecologists have not focused on community dynamics in habitats where extreme stress is
prevalent (Bertness & Callaway 1994). In order to rigorously test the assumptions and
predictions of these community structure models, both environmental stress and responses
of individual organisms must be quantified.
The determination of environmental stress gradients is, in most cases, extremely
subjective (Menge & Farrell 1989) and ambiguous. For example, Menge and Farrell
(1989) point out that in rocky intertidal habitats, environmental stress gradients are often
defined along wave-exposure gradients (i.e., high wave-exposure = high environmental
stress), however, desiccation and heat-stress gradients exist in the opposite direction (i.e.,
high wave-exposure corresponds to low desiccation and heat-stress). Furthermore, in
some communities, such as rocky intertidal communities in Panama,physical disturbance
along a wave-exposure gradient may be unimportant as a determinant of community
structure, while desiccation and heat-stress gradients may be important (Menge & Farrell
1989). In order for us to better understand the role of environmental stress in community
structure, we must be more explicit both about the sources of physical and physiological
stress and the responses at the organismal-level to these stresses.
Operationally, a stress is recognized by the response. Responses range from
molecular (e.g., changes in gene expression, changes in translation rates) to biochemical
(e.g., reduced enzyme activity, greater protein degradation) to physiological (e.g.,
reduced metabolic rate, lower growth rate) to ecological (e.g., smaller body size, reduced
competitive ability, reduced reproductive output) to evolutionary (e.g., adaptation,
extinction). A direct response at one level may have indirect effects on another level.
Experimental manipulations in the field can be designed to identify and test the
effects of potentially lethal stresses that result in direct reductions in the distribution and
abundance of natural populations. Sublethal stresses and responses at lower levels of
organization are usually not studied within a strict ecological context. Nonetheless, the
effects of these stresses may have important consequences at the ecological level.6
Sublethal stress, such as elevated temperatures in intertidal habitats, may have significant
effects on many aspects of both population and community ecology, even though
responses to sublethal stress are not readily observable at the whole-organism or
ecological level. Sublethal stress that affects the physiology (e.g., metabolic pathways) or
biochemistry (e.g., protein synthesis and degradation) of an organism could indirectly alter
population structure and life history strategies, competitive interactions, predator/prey
interactions, and the ability of populations and communities to persist in the face of
additional environmental stresses.
Although the concept of environmental stress can be ambiguous, it is an important
aspect of our understanding of how populations, communities, and ecosystems develop
and persist. In addition to its role in basic research problems, environmental stress is an
essential consideration in current debates concerning conservation and biodiversity issues.
Our predictive power to generate scenarios about how global climate change, for example,
will affect ecosystems depends upon a thorough understanding of the constraints imposed
by the environment on the distribution and abundance of populations and of the potential
abilities of populations to adapt to environmental changes (e.g., Kareiva et al. 1993,
Lubchenco et al. 1993). An integration of the relationships between biochemical
adaptations, physiological limitations, and biotic interactions may increase our
understanding of the determinants of distribution and abundance patterns of populations,
on local and regional scales.
THERMAL EFFECTS ON PROTEINS
Temperature affects the physiology and ecology of all organisms, and especially
ectotherms (Cossins and Bowler 1987, Huey 1991). An ectotherm is an animal whose
body temperature is controlled by external heat sources (Prosser 1991). Other than those7
animals that live in thermally stable habitats, such as the deep sea, most ectotherms are
poikilothennic; that is, they are characterized by labile body temperatures that are in
equilibrium with ambient temperatures (Prosser 1991). These organisms can potentially
experience wide ranges in body temperature. The conformity of body temperature to
environmental temperature involves variability in all physiological processes (Bennett
1987) and numerous biochemical compensations occur in order for the animal to function
over the normal range of temperatures experienced. Temperature affects rate processes at
the biochemical level, and in turn can affect food assimilation and energy utilization. Body
temperature, therefore, can have direct influences on the physiological performance and
fitness of ectotherms (Huey and Kingsolver 1993).
At the biochemical level, proteins, as well as membrane-associated lipids, are
extremely sensitive to temperature changes (Hazel 1995, Hochachka & Somero 1984,
Somero 1995). Many examples of the "fine-tuning" adjustments of proteins in relation to
thermal conditions have been elucidated (Graves & Somero 1982, Hochachka & Somero
1984, Powers et al. 1993, Somero 1995). In barracuda (genus Sphyraena) congeners,
Graves and Somero (1982) show that temperature differences of only a few degrees
Celsius are adequate for the evolutionary selection of enzyme variants with distinct
temperature-compensatory properties. Jaenicke (1991) points out that most naturally
occurring proteins have net stabilization free energies that are equivalent to the force of
only four to five weak bonds; in other words, most proteins possess only marginal
stability, which appears to be a remarkably conserved feature of protein evolution
(Somero 1995).
Several properties related to the specific, complex, and highly regulated
functioning of proteins may contribute to their metastability (Jaenicke 1991, Somero
1995). A greater structural stability may have disadvantageous consequences on the
function of a particular protein. The action of many proteins depends on their binding
ability and the formation of multimolecular complexes. Binding usually involves8
conformational changes and these require a certain degree of flexibility; on the other hand,
a certain degree of stability is necessary tomaintain the correct conformation (Somero
1995). One consequence of this balance between stability and flexibility is that the
structural and functional integrity of proteins in all animals, and ectotherms in particular, is
sensitive to, and may be easily perturbed by, changes in temperature.
THERMAL STRESS AND THE HEAT-SHOCK RESPONSE
All organisms examined to date synthesize heat-shock proteins (HSPs) in response
to temperatures above those normally experienced by the organism (for reviews of the
heat shock response see: Becker & Craig 1994, Craig 1985, Welch 1993). At even higher
temperatures, HSPs are the major, and in some cases the only, product of protein
synthesis (Morimoto et al. 1990). Although the heat-shock response has been studied
extensively at the molecular and cellular level, investigations involving natural populations
are still relatively sparse. The documentationand relevance of the heat-shock response in
organisms under realistic habitat temperatures and in their natural habitats has not been
well explored.
Heat-shock proteins are members of a group of proteins known as molecular
chaperones. Molecular chaperones are instrumental in a variety of cellular processes,
including the proper folding of newly synthesized proteins, the assembly of multimolecular
complexes and the translocation of newly synthesized proteins (Craig 1993, Ellis & van
der Vies 1991, Morimoto et al. 1994, Parsell & Lindquist 1993, Welch 1992). Molecular
chaperones assist in protein maturation by temporarily binding to specific structural areas
of proteins that are externally exposed only in the early steps of assembly. The interactions
between certain molecular chaperones and newly synthesized proteins are thought to9
inhibit unproductive ("off-pathway") assembly reactions, which otherwise would result in
the formation of biologically inactive proteins (Ellis & van der Vies 1991, Welch 1993).
There are several classes of HSPs, comprised of structurally and functionally
related proteins, that may include orthologous homologues (interspecific or inter-
populational variants of a protein encoded by a common gene) (Somero 1995), paralogous
homologues (variants of the same protein encoded by multiple genes), interspecific and
intraspecific variants including similar proteins coded by different genes, and variants due
to post-translational modifications (hereafter, isoforms, functionally-related proteins of
similar molecular weight, will be used to refer to all of these variants). The classes are
grouped by molecular weights (e.g., Hsp110, Hsp90, Hsp70, Hsp60). Each class includes
many isoforms. In most cases there are isoforms that are present constitutively in thecell
(i.e., throughout the life of the cell), HSP cognates, and isoforms that are present only
under stressful conditions, stress-induced HSPs (Patrusky 1990). In eukaryotes, Hsp70
cognates are important for basic cell functioning, regardless of stress. Their functions
include assisting in protein folding, oligomerization, and translocation into organelles
(Becker & Craig 1994).
Sources of stress that elicit the synthesis of HSPs in prokaryotes and eukaryotes
include elevated temperatures, certain chemicals (e.g., heavy metals, alcohols), and
synthetic amino acid analogs (Parsell & Lindquist 1993). These are all factors known to
perturb the native structures of proteins (Edington et al. 1989, Hightower 1980). A
change in the folded conformation of a protein can lead to the loss of biological function
(Welch 1993). Under stressful conditions, such as elevated temperature, HSPs may
function to ameliorate the damaging effects of the stress by binding to unfolded regions of
proteins and thus stabilizing them and preventing aggregation (Craig 1993). The specific
role of HSPs during the stress response can be interpreted as an extreme case of the role
of HSPs as molecular chaperones (Ellis & van der Vies 1991). HSPs may participate in 1)
preventing denaturation of cellular proteins, 2) refolding partially damaged proteins,10
and/or 3) tagging damaged proteins for further degradation (Craig 1985, Craig & Gross
1991, Welch 1992). Elevated levels of HSPs may also facilitate the synthesis and folding
of new proteins, required to replace proteins damaged beyond repair (Welch 1993).
Several lines of evidence suggest that HSPs are involved in acquired
thermotolerance (Parsell & Lindquist 1993), although the connection may not be direct or
straight-forward (e.g., Huey & Bennett 1990, Smith & Yaffe 1991). In many organisms, a
pre-treatment at a heat-shock temperature can confer greater tolerance to a subsequent
heat-shock at a higher temperature. Since HSP synthesis occurs in response to the pre-
treatment, the production of HSPs is believed to protect the cell from damage at
subsequent heat-shock temperatures.
A number of researchers have suggested possible mechanisms by which HSP
synthesis is regulated within the cell. Although definitive evidence is lacking, there is
considerable support for a cellular model of autoregulation of the heat-shock response by
Hsp70 (e.g., Beckman et al. 1990, Lindquist & Petersen 1990, Morimoto et al. 1990,
Sorger 1991). One hypothesis suggests that Hsp70 levels in the cell act as a "cellular
thermometer" (Craig & Gross 1991) and that Hsp70 synthesis is controlled by a regulatory
loop that connects Hsp70 function and the activity of a transcription factor, the heat-shock
factor (HSF), that is specific for heat shock genes (Becker & Craig 1994).
In Drosophila and E. coil cells, the heat-shock response is initiated by an increase
in the activity of HSF (Craig & Gross 1991). Under non-stressful, physiologically
"normal" conditions, some portion of the total pool of Hsp70 in the cell is hypothesized to
be bound to HSF and some portion to newly synthesized proteins. Under stressful
conditions (e.g., elevated temperatures), the appearance of more partially unfolded and
damaged proteins in the cell is thought to cause a shift in the binding equilibrium of
Hsp70; a portion of the Hsp70 that was bound to HSF dissociates, and binds to the
damaged proteins. The release of HSF from Hsp70 and the subsequent binding of HSF to
a heat-shock element, the gene regulatoryregion governing Hsp70 gene expression,11
initiates transcription of Hsp70 genes. Newly synthesized Hsp70 can then either bind to
damaged proteins or to HSF, and thereby repress further synthesis of Hsp70 genes. Under
this scenario, with continual or frequent bouts of stress, the total pool of Hsp70 (i.e.,
"standing-stock") in the cell would be expected to rise, and potentially act to reset the
point at which further Hsp70 synthesis would occur (i.e., an even more severe stress, such
as a higher temperature or a longer exposure time, would be needed to initiate the same
HSP response). The "cellular thermometer" model suggests that Hsp70 acts to protect the
cell from heat stress-induced damage and regulates its own expression as governed by
environmental cues (Becker & Craig 1994), and that damaged or partially denatured
proteins are both 1) the initial signal that leads to transcription of HSPs and 2) the target
for HSP binding (Sanders 1993). However, Sorger (1991) points out that another
possibility is that the conformation of HSF is directly affected by the heat-shock and that
temperature-dependent conformational changes control the ability of HSF to bind to
DNA. By comparing Hsp70 levels in individuals from different microhabitats on a seasonal
basis, portions of this research project will test the general applicability of the "cellular
thermometer" model.
Another hypothesis, although not contradictory to the "cellular thermometer"
model, suggests that a primary function of Hsp70 is as a cross-linker between the
cytoskeletal matrix and other intracellular proteins (Tsang 1993). Tsang (1993) proposes
that Hsp70 has binding sites both for the actin of the microfilament network and for
cellular proteins to be transported along this matrix (Tsang 1993). One of the direct
effects of heat-shock on a cell is the immediate breakdown of the cytoskeletal matrix, and
Tsang (1993) proposes that one of the roles of HSPs may be to reform this network after
it has been damaged. Both of these models, however, are based on a control mechanisms
that operate on the individual cell level. In multicellular organisms, with complex
communication systems among different tissues and organ systems, additional regulatory12
mechanisms may function at higher levels of organization within the organism to control
expression of HSPs.
HEAT-SHOCK RESPONSE IN NATURAL SYSTEMS
The majority of the information on the heat-shock response has come from studies
that utilized cell lines and laboratory-reared organisms. These studies have provided the
basis for our current understanding of mechanistic aspects of the heat-shock response, but
many questions as to the role of HSPs in response to heat stress,and other environmental
stresses in natural habitats, are still unanswered: 1) are HSPs routinely produced in
organisms in nature, 2) do organisms from different thermal habitats express different
patterns of HSP synthesis, 3) are the absolute magnitudes of environmental temperatures
or the variability in these temperatures important indetermining HSP expression, 4) are
there fundamental differences in HSP expression in eurythermal and stenothermal
organisms, 5) are there population- and community-level effects of HSP expression and
sublethal stress at the individual-level in natural habitats, and 6) are there potential
applications of HSP expression as an index of "environmental stress" or as a means of
addressing hypotheses and models concerning the effects of potential global warming?
One approach to begin to address these questions is to characterize the heat-shock
response in an ecological context, with consideration for relevant heat stress temperatures
experienced in field (e.g., Dietz & Somero 1992, Hernandez & Vierling 1993, Near et al.
1990, Sanders et a. 1992, Ulmasov et al. 1992, White et al. 1994). This approach may
help us to begin to understand the potential importance of the heat-shock response and
expression of HSPs in natural populations, and also may give us clues about the role of
environmental stress in structuring populations and communities.13
HSP induction does not occur at a universal threshold temperature. The induction
temperature is, in part, a function of the normal temperature rangeencountered by a given
organism and by its specific thermal history. Several researchers (e.g., Bosch et al. 1991,
Sharp et al. 1994) have suggested that the HSP response may be tailored to thehabitat in
which the organism naturally occurs. Somero (1995) lists three ways in which the heat-
shock response may differ among populations and species; 1) HSP induction temperature,
2) accumulated HSP levels, and 3) specific classes and/or isoforms of HSPs. There are
also potential functional and/or regulatory ways in which the heat-shock response might
differ among organisms. Koban et al. (1991), for instance, have suggested that theheat-
shock response in the eurythermal teleost Fundulus heteroclitus may be "anticipatory,"
primed for responding to variable and fluctuating temperatures commonly experienced in
its habitat.
THE INTERTIDAL HABITAT
Organisms in temperate rocky intertidal habitats may experience various types of
physiological stresses, including those related to wave exposure, nutrient availability, tidal-
height and emersion period, solar radiation (e.g., UVA, UVB), and temperature. The
alternate immersion and emersion of organisms in the intertidal habitat (i.e., thefluctuation
between terrestrial and marine habitats), and specifically, prolonged aerial exposure and
wider temperature extremes, may impose constraints and unique challenges,
physiologically, ecologically and evolutionarily. Many intertidal invertebrates have pelagic
larval stages and are benthic as adults. These species may be especially susceptible tohigh
mortality rates from environmental stress during the critical settlement andrecruitment
processes and as sessile adults. These stresses may exertpowerful selection pressures for14
adaptations that allow survival over wide environmental gradients (Menge & Sutherland
1987).
The magnitude of environmental fluctuations in the intertidal habitat is wider than
in most other habitats (Branch et al. 1988). The physical features of the intertidal zone are
complex and can vary substantially over short distances (i.e., on the scale of meters). In
general, the high intertidal zone is characterized by more extreme abiotic conditions than
the low intertidal zone, with higher temporal instability and unpredictability. Temperate
intertidal organisms face a suite of fluctuating environmental factors, on tidal, diurnal,
seasonal and annual bases. As ectotherms, they may experience many direct effects of
environmental temperature changes. Moreover, within the intertidal habitat there are sharp
environmental gradients (e.g., in wave exposure and emersion time), which may result in
large variation in the conditions experienced by members of a given species that has a
distribution that spans one or more of these gradients. Newell (1979) found that both
latitudinal- and tidal-dependent differences are apparent and even within one species,
individuals from the high intertidal zone may have higher temperature and desiccation
tolerance limits than lower-shore individuals. Often lethal maximum temperatures areonly
a few degrees above the metabolic optimum for aspecies (Newell 1979). Indeed, many
high intertidal inhabitants are already close to their physiological tolerance limits, and thus
even relatively small increases in the mean temperature mayhave drastic impacts (Newell
1979).
STUDY SYSTEM
The rocky intertidal community, and the mussel Mytilus califomianus, offer many
advantages as a study system for questions concerning heat stress and the heat-shock
response in natural populations. Mytilus spp. are aprominent component of many15
temperate, wave-swept rocky shores (Menge & Farrell 1989, Seed & Suchanek 1992). M
californianus live along the Pacific coast of North America on rocky, wave-swept shores
from Alaska to Baja California (Morris et al. 1980). These mussels are a central
component of the rocky intertidal community. Densities range from 459 to 11,098
individuals/m2 and life spans may range up to 50 to 100 years in relatively undisturbed
populations (Seed & Suchanek 1992). The upper and lower limits of M californianus
beds typically define the boundaries of the mid-intertidal zone; along wave-exposed rocky
shores in the Pacific Northwest this zone typically ranges from approximately +1.5 m to
+3.0 m (zero datum at mean lower water (MLW)) (Suchanek 1978). Biotic interactions,
predation and competition, are important in determining the lower intertidal limit ofM
californianus (e.g., Paine 1966, Paine 1974). On the other hand, physiological constraints
in relation to temperature extremes and desiccation are generally considered the most
important influences on the upper limit of the M californianus zone (Seed & Suchanek
1992). Harger (1970) found that M californianus at higher tidal heights have decreased
growth rates and attain smaller maximum sizes than those lower in the intertidal zone.
There are several recorded cases of extensive mortality due to high temperatures
and/or desiccation (Seed & Suchanek 1992, Suchanek 1978, Tsuchiya 1983). Tsuchiya
(1983) reported greater than 50% mortality in a Mytilus sp. population in northern Japan
in response to air temperatures of 34° C and mussel tissue temperatures exceeding 40° C.
Similarly, mass mussel mortality due to freezing temperatures in the intertidal occurs
(Seed & Suchanek 1992). In fact, the northern distribution of Mytilus californianus is
restricted to crevices, tide pools and subtidal habitats north of Sitka, Alaska because it is
unable to tolerate freezing conditions (Seed & Suchanek 1992, but see Bronson 1994 for
effects of epibionts on M californianus survival under freezing conditions). Mytilus sp.
along the British coast are exposed to maximum field temperatures of approximately 25°
C and the Indian sea mussel Perna (formerly Mytilus) viridis experiences mean field
temperatures of 27.3° C (Seed & Suchanek 1992).16
Seasonally, elevated temperatures may be a daily occurrence in the Pacific
Northwest intertidal zone. When high air temperatures occur during spring low tides, they
may impose a considerable heat stress on many of the inhabitants, including M
californianus. Tissue temperatures for Mytilus californianus on the Oregon coast range
from 0° C to 25° C on average, and temperatures as high as 34° C have been measured in
a single individual during aerial exposure at low tide(Elvin & Gonor 1979). Besides
seasonal variation in the absolute magnitude of temperatures in the intertidal zone, there is
seasonal variation in the range of temperature experienced; on the Pacific Northwest coast
the wannest air temperatures often overlap with the lowest sea water temperatures, which
occur in the summer due to upwelling events. Thus, the heat stressexperienced in this
habitat is a regular and frequent event, not a rare occurrence.
In this study, I examined the heat-shock response and Hsp70 levels in Mytilus
californianus, both in field acclimatized individuals, from high and low intertidal sites on a
seasonal basis, and in individuals thermally acclimated in the laboratory. The goal of this
project was to characterize and describe heat-shock protein expression in relation to
thermal stress in a natural population of mussels and to compare the responses in
individuals with different thermal histories. In addition to comparisons within the field-
acclimatized mussels from different microhabitats and comparisons within the mussels
acclimated to different temperatures in the lab, I focused on comparisons of HSP
expression between naturally acclimatized mussels and laboratory acclimated specimens.17
II. HEAT-SHOCK PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN MYTILUS
CALIFORNMNUS: FIELD ACCLIMATIZATION STUDIES
INTRODUCTION
Very few studies have documented heat-shock protein expression in natural
populations or in field-collected organisms (e.g., Dietz & Somero 1992, Hernandez &
Vier ling 1993, Near et al. 1990, Sanders et al. 1992, Ulmasov et al. 1992, White etal.
1994). I was interested in HSP synthesis in relation to elevated temperatures in a natural
population ofMytilus californianus. I conducted HSP induction experiments and
quantified relative amounts of the total Hsp70 pool in M californianus gill tissuefrom
freshly field-collected individuals. I examined heat-shock protein expression in individuals
from a natural population on the Oregon coast, over a seven month interval, athigh and
low intertidal heights at the same site.
I utilized two separate, complementary approaches to characterize HSPexpression
in M californianus: 1) HSP induction experiments (in response to heat stress)and 2)
immunoblotting assays with an anti-Hsp70 antibody to measure the total pool of Hsp70
(western blotting). The HSP induction experiments provided a measurement of newly
synthesized, heat-induced HSPs. Results from the HSP induction experiments provided an
indication of HSP expression in terms of new protein synthesis in response to an acute
(two hour) heat stress. Alternatively, the immtmoblotting assays provided a measurement
of the total (stress-induced and cognate isofonns) Hsp70 pool (i.e., standing-stock)which
may be influenced by immediate (on thescale of hours), short-term (on the scale of tidal
cycles and days) and seasonal environmental conditions. No additional or artificialheat
stress was applied to the gill tissue used in these assays, andtherefore the measured Hsp70
levels reflect natural levels in field animals.18
Induction experiments were conducted in the laboratory on metabolically active,
intact gill fragments from freshly field-collected mussels. Gill was an ideal tissue to usein
these studies for several reasons. Gill lamellae from a single mussel were large enough to
sub-divide into many intact pieces which enabled testing gill from the sameindividual at
many temperatures. Mussel gillis directly involved in both feeding and respiration and
consequently is much more metabolically active than many other tissues in invertebrates,
which enabled me to observe significant protein synthesis over the experimentaltime
interval. Also, in an intact mussel the gill is continually bathed in either fresh sea water as
the mussel filters sea water through the gills or in a pocket of sea waterwhen the mussel is
clamped shut (e.g., during aerial exposure). I was able to closely mimic the
microenvironment of the gill in the experimental conditions. Lastly, mussel gillis readily
amenable to homogenization and processing for protein analyses.
METHODS
FIELD COLLECTIONS
Mytilus californicmus (60-80 mm shell length) were collected at Strawberry Hill,
located along the central Oregon coast (44° 15' N, 127° 07' W) in February,March, May,
June, and August 1994. In February, mussels were collected from a mid-intertidalsite (+
3.0 - +5.0 m above MLW). In all other months, mussels were collectedfrom low (+0.75 -
+1.0 m above MLW) and high (> 6 m above MLW) intertidal sites,which corresponded
to the lower and upper limits of the Mcalifornianus zone at Strawberry Hill (tidal heights
estimated from Menge et al. (1994)). All mussels were reproductively mature.However,
even though all the individuals used wereof similar size, the exact age of the mussels may
have varied. Mussels in the high zone are generally smaller than those in thelow zone, so19
for a given size range, the mussels collected in the high zone may be older than those in
the low zone. Mussels, maintained at or below ambient temperatures by small bags of ice
or cold packs, were transported in a cooler to thelaboratory within several hours of
collection. In the laboratory they were held in recirculating sea water tanks at 10° C. Sea
water temperatures on the day of collection ranged from 8° to 12° C.HSP induction
experiments were conducted within 1-3 days of collection.
Gill tissue samples for Hsp70 western blotting were collected in July 1993 and
February 1994. Collections were made at the high and low intertidal sites at the beginning
and end of the emersion period during the more extreme low tide on the collection day.
Mussels were dissected in the field. Gill lamellae were removed and immediately frozen on
dry ice. Tissue samples were transported in coolers with dry ice to the laboratory,and
stored in the laboratory at -70° C for later processing for protein electrophoresis and
western blotting.
Tissue temperatures of mussels in the field at high and low intertidal sites were
also measured on a seasonal basis. A thermocouple of a hand-held digital thermometer
(Omega Inc.) was inserted into a small hole drilled through the mussel shell. Temperatures
were recorded at approximately 20 minuteintervals during aerial exposure over a low tide
period on a given day. Between measurements, the holes were plugged with modelingclay
to prevent water loss.
HEAT-SHOCK PROTEIN INDUCTION EXPERIMENTS
Heat-shock protein induction experiments were conducted on Mytilus
californianus gill tissue. Individual mussels were dissected in sea water and whole gill
lamellae were removed. The lamellae were cut into smaller intact fragments,
approximately 200 mg each. The gill fragments, one for each temperature tested, were20
immediately placed in 500 gl of incubation medium (Hepes bufered artificial sea water (20
mM Hepes, 7.57 mM (NH4)2SO4, 375 mM NaC1, 9.35 mM KC1, 2.7 mM NaHCO3,
17.95 mM Na2SO4, 37.7 mM MgC12-6H20, 8 mM CaC12-2H20, 10 mM glucose)) in
microcentrifuge tubes that had been pre-equilibrated at the heat exposure temperatures.
Immediately prior to the addition of gill, 5 gl of Trans-35 (35S-labeled methionine and
cysteine mix, ICN Radiochemicals) were added to the incubation media. Gill fragments
were radiolabeled for 2 hours during incubation at a range of heat exposures (10°, 13°,
17°, 20°, 23°, 25°, and 28° C) and aerated frequently. After the incubation period, tissues
were rinsed in two additional volumes of incubation medium and either frozen immediately
on dry ice, or processed for protein electrophoresis.
PROCESSING FOR PROTEIN ELECTROPHORESIS
Gill fragments from HSP induction experiments were placed in microcentrifuge
tubes containing 300 gl of lysis buffer (32 mM Tris-HC1, pH 6.8; 2% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS) with 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF, used to inhibit protease
activity) added immediately before use), and boiled for two minutes. These conditions are
sufficient to solubilize, dissociate and denature the majority of proteins in the gill, which in
turn facilitates size-separation of these proteins with electrophoresis (Dunn 1993).
Samples were then homogenized with a plastic pestle, boiled again for five minutes, and
further homogenized. Samples were spun at 16,000 g in a microcentrifuge for 15 minutes.
The supernatants were removed, 10 gl of each sample were used to determine the
radioactivity in counts per minute (CPM) using a liquid scintillation counter (Beckman
Instruments) and the remainder of the sample (approximately 200 gl) was stored at -20°
C.21
PROTEIN ELECTROPHORESIS AND FLUOROGRAPHY
Proteins in the samples from the HSP induction experiments (i.e., supernatants of
the processed gill fragments) were separated by electrophoresis on 12%polyacrylamide
gels in a SDS-buffer system (Laemmli 1970). For ease of comparison andconsistency, all
of the samples (one gill fragment at each of the heat exposure temperatures)from an
individual mussel were analyzed on a single gel. Each sample was loaded inequivalent
counts, approximately 600,000 CPM per lane, so that amountsof newly synthesized
protein that incorporated the 35S-label in a sample with a consistent amountof total
radioactivity could be compared. Gels were electrophoresed with 20 mA currentfor
approximately 3 1/2 hours.
The gels were then fixed for one hour in an aqueous solution of 10%acetic acid
and 30% methanol, and then incubated in En3hance (NEN) according tothe
manufacturer's protocol. Fluorography withEn3hance converts the radiolabeled signal to a
fluorescent signal which results in a 30-fold increase in the signal intensity. Treatmentwith
En3hance allowed me to decrease the necessary exposure time from 2 1/2 weeks to
overnight. Dried gels were exposed to film (Kodak X-OMAT) at -70° C for 15hours.
Following development, protein bands were analyzed with a densitometer (Molecular
Dynamics) and the relative intensity and size of bands were quantified using ImageQuant
software (Molecular Dynamics). Bands visible on developed film represent newprotein
that was synthesized and incorporated35S-labeled amino acids during the incubation
period.22
QUANTIFICATION OF HSP INDUCTION RESULTS
Visual analysis of the autoradiographs from the induction experiments revealed
considerable variability in the incorporation of the radioisotope label into newly
synthesized proteins. Variation in amino acid uptake in gill tissue fragments from a single
mussel has also been observed in studies by Wright et al. (1984). The variability I
observed could be due to several factors, including variation in amino acid uptake among
the pieces of gill from a single mussel and variation in uptake rates among mussels due to
differences in health, age, and growth rates.
I quantified the relative amount of newly synthesized protein in a given band with
the use of a volume quantification procedure in ImageQuant, which calculated the
intensity and the area of the band. To eliminate the variation in background labeling
between samples within a gel, the observed HSP bands were standardized to a non-heat
induced, strongly labeled 46 kDa protein band within a given sample. At the higher
temperatures synthesis of proteins other than HSPs was reduced, so that the ratio of
HSP: 46 kDa protein that I measured could potentially increase as a result of an increase
in HSP or a decrease in the 46 kDa protein, or both. I was interested in the relative
increase in HSP with temperature as a measure of the heat-shock response, and the down-
regulation of synthesis of other proteins is part of that response.
This standardization procedure was appropriate since I was interested in the
relative amount of HSP synthesized and not an absolute amount of HSP. Additionally, it
could be argued that increases in HSP synthesis were due to temperature effects on rate
processes, and not to direct thermal stress, per se. By standardizingthe relative amount of
HSP to a non heat-induced protein, I could eliminate any potential Qio effects on
synthesis rates and patterns.23
For the graphical representations, but not for the statistical analyses, the relative
HSP levels were normalized to the corresponding value at 10° C within each gel (i.e.,
within each mussel), so that among the autoradiographs (i.e., among the mussels) the
relative intensity of the HSPs at 10° C were equivalent. This temperature is within the
range of ambient sea water temperatures recorded at Strawberry Hill (unpublished data),
and from preliminary experiments was shown not to induce synthesis of HSPs in this
population of M californicmus. By standardizing the relative intensity values for the
HSPs, I could easily make graphical comparisons of the heat-shock response between
sites and on a seasonal basis.
HSP70 WESTERN BLOTTING
Frozen gill fragments, previously dissected from mussels in the field, were
homogenized in lysis buffer, following the same protocol used for the induction
experiment samples. The Coomassie Plus Protein Assay (Pierce Chemicals) was used to
determine the total protein concentration. Samples, loaded for equivalent amounts of total
protein, 5 gg per lane, were run on 7% or 7.5% polyacrylamide gels. After
electrophoresis, separated proteins in the gel were transferred to a nitrocellulose
membrane via a semi-dry transfer blot apparatus (Fisher Scientific). Transfers were
conducted for 1 1/2 hours at a constant current of 115 mA. The nitrocellulose membrane
was hydrated for three hours prior to transfer and the filter paper used tosandwich the
membrane and gel was saturated in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20%
Me0H).
After the transfer, the membrane was blocked overnight in blocking solution (5%
non-fat dry milk (NFDM), 0.02% thimerosal, in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 10 mM
sodium phosphate, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4)) and then rinsed in PBS with 0.1% Tween-2024
in three 10-minute rinses. The membrane was then sequentially incubated in a solution of
monoclonal rat anti-Hsp70 (hybridoma 7.1) antibody (1:2,500 dilution in antibody solution
(20% Fetal Calf Serum, 2% NFDM, 0.02% thimerosal, 1 mM PMSF in PBS)), a bridging
antibody (rabbit anti-rat IgG, 1:2,00 dilution in blocking solution), and Protein A-
Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (1:5,000 dilution in blocking solution). During incubations,
the membrane was vigorously shaken to provide maximal binding. Between incubations,
the membrane was washed three times for 5-10 minutes in PBS with 0.1% Tween-20, and
after the final incubation, with PBS with 0.3% Tween-20 followed by PBS with 0.1%
Tween-20 (Hofmann & Somero, in press).
The Enhanced Chemiluminescence detection method (ECL, Amersham) was used
to visualize protein that cross-reacted with the anti-Hsp70 antibody. This method
produces an enhanced light-emitting signal of immobilized, specific antigens that are
conjugated directly or indirectly with HRP-labeled proteins. The resulting light signal
shows the position of proteins bound to the membrane that have been tagged with an HRP
label (in this case, Hsp70 isoforms). In the presence of hydrogen peroxide, HRP catalyzes
the oxidation of the light-emitting luminol molecule. The light emitted from this reaction
is enhanced approximately 1000 times in the presence of phenol. The ECL method uses
this well characterized HRP/hydrogen peroxide system to detect specific antigens in
conjunction with western blotting techniques (ECL manual, Amersham 1993). Protein A is
a bacterial cell wall protein that has a high affinity for manyimmunoglobulin G molecules
(Harlow & Lane 1988). I used a Protein A-HRP conjugate in the western blotting
protocol so that any protein that was recognized by the Hsp70 antibody was subsequently
labeled with HRP. In addition, biotinylated ECL molecular weight markers were visualized
by adding a streptavidin-HRP incubation after the Protein A-HRP incubation step. The
ECL markers were used to standardize the intensities of the Hsp70 bands among samples.
The protocol given by the manufacturer for ECL detection was followed.25
I used Hyperfihn-ECL film and preflashed the film with a preflash light
(Amersham) prior to exposure. Pre-flashing the film increases the sensitivity of the film
and results in greater linearity in the relationship between the light signal on the membrane
(i.e. the amount of HRP-labeled protein) and exposure intensity on the film. Exposure
times were typically 5-15 seconds. Relative amounts of Hsp70 were then quantified with
densitometry and ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics).
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SAS (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC) and SYSTAT (Systat Inc.) software programs
were used for the statistical analyses.
HSP Induction Experiments
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) statistical techniques are well studied and
statistically robust methods to determine whether observed differences among independent
measurements in a given data set are statistically significant. ANOVA partitions the total
variation in a given measured response into components attributable to known sources
(i.e., effects specified by the researcher) and into an unknown (or error) category.
ANOVA uses regression techniques to determine what portion of the variability in a given
data set may be due to a certain effect and what portion is unexplained by the experimental
design and designated variables. The use of ANOVA allows the statistical testing of
specific hypotheses concerning comparisons of multiple groups and potential effects. The
statistical significance is determined by probabilities and a standard probability cut-off
value of 5% (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).26
I was interested in comparing the relative level of Hsp70 synthesized in relation to
incubation temperature, tidal height, and time of collection (i.e., month). Using ANOVA
techniques, incubation temperature (TEMP), collection time (MONTH), and tidal height
collection site (HEIGHT) were designated as factors, or main effects (i.e., independent
variables), and the relative level of Hsp70 was designated as the response variable (i.e.,
dependent variable). Since individual mussels were divided into separate gill fragments,
sub-units, in the induction experiments, a split-plot ANOVA was the appropriate design
(Sokal & Rohlf 1981). A split-plot design gives more precise information about the factor
(or factors) allocated to the subplots, but less precise information about factors assigned
to the whole plot (Petersen 1985). MONTH and HEIGHT were unit(whole mussel) level
effects, and TEMP was a sub-unit (gill fragment) level effect. A variable to designate
"among whole mussel variation" (MUSS) was also included in the analysis. In this case,
the "null hypothesis" was that the variation in Hsp70 synthesis was random, and not due to
TEMP, MONTH, or HEIGHT. Since the relative level of Hsp70 was calculated as a ratio,
and based on exploratory data analyses (which revealed unequal variances), these data
were log-transformed prior to running theanalysis.
Hsp 70 standing stock levels
ANOVA was also used to analyze the results of the Hsp70 western blotting. The
relative level of Hsp70 was the dependent variable, and collection season, tidal height, and
collection time were the independent variables. The Bonferonni correction procedure
(Systat) was used to do post hoc multiple comparisons (Schlotzhauer & Littell 1987).27
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN OF INDUCTION EXPERIMENT PROTOCOL
INCUBATION CONDITIONS
The specific protocol used in HSP induction experiments varies widely. The most
amenable protocol may depend on whether isolated cells, tissue fragments, or whole
organisms are used. Moreover, the most biologically or ecologically relevant protocol may
depend on the nature of temperature stress that potentially exists in naturalpopulations of
the experimental organism. There are two basic protocols for HSP inductionexperiments,
each one with innumerable permutations possible. The cells/tissue/individual canbe
incubated at a heat-stress temperature for a given amount of time in a medium with
radioisotope-labeled amino acids to identify newly synthesized proteins. Alternatively,
cells can be exposed to a heat-stress temperature for a time period and thenlabeled at a
control (non-HSP inducing) temperature for a given amount of time.
Synthesis patterns for tissues labeled during heat-stress exposure versus those
labeled after heat-stress exposure could be different in magnitude and/or in type of
expression, and could also depend on the specific time intervals used for the heat-stress
exposure and labeling periods. If labeledduring heat-stress exposure, the synthesis pattern
observed is that which occurs at that temperature. If labeled following heat-stress
exposure, in recovery, the pattern observed mayinclude expression of proteins translated
from mRNA that was transcribed during heat shock and during recovery. Bylabeling
tissue at a common temperature, regardless of the heat-stress temperature, differencesin
synthesis rates due to temperature (e.g., Qic, effects) can be controlled.
I compared the protocol of radiolabeling gill tissue during a two hour heat-stress
exposure to the protocol of radiolabelinggill tissue for two hours at 10°C after a one hour
heat-stress exposure. I observed no major differences in the pattern of proteinsynthesis,28
although the overall banding patterns appeared more pronounced and reproducible when I
labeled during the heat-stress exposure (Figures 1 and 2). Considering the natural habitat
ofM. californianus, the temperature stress encountered under field conditions, and the
objectives, the most appropriate protocol for the HSP induction experiments was that of
labeling while the tissue was at the heat-stress temperature, rather than during recovery.
TEMPERATURE RANGE USED FOR HSP INDUCTION EXPERIMENTS
Sea water temperatures range from 8° to 14° C at Strawberry Hill, and Mytilus
californianus tissue temperatures in the field as high as 30° C have been recorded during
summer months (unpublished data). Pilot experiments suggested that temperatures in the
range of 23° to 25° C resulted in the synthesis of HSPs. Although the standard
temperature range I used in the induction experiments was 10° - 28° C, I conducted an
induction experiment which included 32° and 36° C as test temperatures to ensure that I
was including relevant temperatures. At 32°C enhanced synthesis of HSPs was not
appreciably different than that at 28° C (Figure 3). At 36° C, however, incorporation of
the radioisotope into newly synthesized proteins was virtually absent and no detectable
bands were present, which strongly suggests that the tissue was compromised to the point
that protein synthesis was no longer possible (Figure 3).
HSP SYNTHESIS: TIME/TEMPERATURE CONSIDERATIONS
Induction of HSP synthesis in response to a given heat stress is not a function only
of the absolute temperature, but rather of the particular temperature and exposure time
combination. I chose an exposure period of two hours because it was a sufficient time
interval to observe protein synthesis at all of the test temperatures, and also because it is29
Figure 1. Autoradiograph from a heat-shock protein (HSP) induction experiment, in which
Mytilus californianus gill tissue from a single individual was radiolabeled with Trans-35
during a two hour heat exposure incubation. Samples were loaded on a 12%
polyacrylamide gel in duplicate, and approximately 600,000 CPM per lane were loaded.
Lanes 1-2: 10° C; lanes 3-4: 13° C; lanes 5-6: 17° C; lanes 7-8: 20° C; lanes 9-10: 23° C;
lanes 11-12: 25° C; lanes 13-14: 28° C.
Figure 2. Autoradiograph from a HSP induction experiment in which M californianus gill
tissue from a single mussel was radiolabeled with Trans-35 at 10°C for two hours after a
one hour heat exposure incubation. Refer to Figure 1legend for further explanation.
Figure 3. Relative level of newly synthesized Hsp70 in relation to temperature. Filled and
open bars represent two separate mussels. Gill was incubated andradiolabeled for 2 hours
at 28°, 32°, and 36° C. Relative Hsp70 band intensities are normalized to relativeintensity
values measured at 10° C. There was no measurable protein synthesis in the 36° C
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well within the time interval over which mussels may experience heat-stress in the field. In
order to explore how time may affect the pattern of observed protein synthesisunder heat-
stress conditions, I conducted time-series HSPinduction experiments. At 25° C, a HSP-
inducing temperature for M californianus, a prominent Hsp70 band is visible on
autoradiographs from tissue samples after a 45 minute heat exposure when gill fragments
are labeled during exposure andafter a one hour heat exposure when the heat-stressed gill
fragments are labeled at 10° C. When the gill is labeled during the heat exposure, thereis a
dramatic increase in the relative level of newly synthesized Hsp70 between oneand four
hour heat treatments (Figure 4). In contrast, the amount of newly-synthesizedHsp70 in
gill that was labeled at 10° C, a non-HSP-inducing temperature, following the 25°heat
exposure, levels off at about one hourand remains relatively constant up to four hours of
heat treatment (Figure 4). The response mechanisms may befundamentally different, or
the rate of synthesis and the total protein synthesis possible may havebeen limited by
incubating in label for only one hour at 10° C. A low molecular weightheat-inducible
protein band (Hsp30, 31.5 kDa) is apparent in both protocols after two hours of heat
exposure, and the relative amountof this protein continues to increase up to four hours of
heat exposure (Figure 5).
Because the Hsp70 and the Hsp30 levels still appeared to be increasing with afour
hour heat exposure, an additional experiment was conducted with longer heat exposure
time intervals. I used heat-exposure time periods ranging from one to tenhours at 10°,
20°, and 28° C, followed by a labeling period of two hours at 10° C.The relative amount
of newly synthesized Hsp70 in gill exposed to 28° C showed asteady increase up to six
hours and then a drastic decrease at eight and ten hour exposure periods(Figure 6). The
decrease in Hsp70 synthesis with continued heat exposure maybe attributable to a
repression of the protein synthesis machinery and/or an overall decay of tissueviability. At
20° C, the relative level of the Hsp70 was low and was intermediatebetween those at 10°34
Figure 4. Relative level of newly synthesized Hsp70 in relation to heat exposure time
interval. M californianus gill tissue was incubated at 25° C for time periods ranging from
15 minutes to four hours. Tissue was either radiolabeled with Trans-35 during heat
exposure incubation (filled circles) or wasradiolabeled at 10° C for one hour after heat
exposure (filled triangles). As a control, gilltissue was also incubated at 10° C for one and
four hours, and radiolabeled either during incubation period (open circles) or for one hour
after designated incubation period (open triangles).
Figure 5. Relative level of newly synthesized Hsp30 in relation to heat exposure time
interval. M californianus gill tissue was incubated at 25° C for time periods ranging from
15 minutes to four hours. Tissue was either radiolabeled with Trans-35 during heat
exposure incubation (filled circles) or wasradiolabeled at 10° C for one hour after heat
exposure (filled triangles). As a control, gill tissue wasalso incubated at 10° C for one and
four hours, and radiolabeled either during incubation period (open circles) or for one hour
after designated incubation period (open triangles).5
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and 28° C up to four hours of exposure, and remained relatively constant up to the ten
hour exposure. Hsp70 synthesized at 10° C was undetectable until three hours, and
remained low until ten hours, at which point the tissue fragment may have begun to be
metabolically limited, and/or compromised due to the extended time period and
experimental conditions. The relative amount of Hsp30 showed similar trends at 20° and
28° C and remained undetectable over the time interval tested at 10° C (Figure 7).
AERATED AND LOW OXYGEN CONDITION COMPARISON
It is well established that there are a host of other factors and environmental
stresses, including anoxia, that elicit the heat-shock response in a variety oforganisms
(Craig 1985). Although I attempted to control for other potential sources of stresses
during the experiments, I was particularly concerned with maintaining a well-oxygenated
environment for the gill tissue during the incubation period. For this reason, the samples
were frequently aerated throughout the experimentwith a small tube attached to an
aquarium pump. I investigated the effect of low oxygen on the expression of HSPs at 10°
C and 28° C. A low-oxygen condition was maintained by saturating the tubes containing
gill and incubation media with nitrogen, and then capping the tubes for the entire
incubation period. Under the low-oxygen condition, no appreciable synthesis of either the
Hsp70 or Hsp30 was observed at 10° C or 28° C (Figure 8).37
Figure 6. Relative level of newly synthesized Hsp70 in relation to extended heat exposure
time intervals.M californianusgill tissue was incubated at 10° C (open circles),20° C
(filled circles) and28°C (open triangles) for time periods ranging from one hour to 10
hours. Gill was radiolabeled with Trans-35 for one hour after designated incubation
period. No Hsp30 synthesis was observed in the 10° C samples.
Figure 7. Relative level of newly synthesized Hsp30 in relation to extended heat exposure
time intervals.M californianusgill tissue was incubated at 10° C (open circles),20° C
(filled circles) and28°C (open triangles) for time periods ranging from one hour to 10
hours. Gill was radiolabeled with Trans-35 for one hour after designated incubation
period. No Hsp30 synthesis was observed in the 10° C samples.
Figure8.Autoradiograph from experiment comparing aerated and low oxygen condition
and HSP synthesis. Four separate samples were run in multiple lanes; lanes 1-3: 10° C,
aerated; lanes 4-7: 10° C, low oxygen; lanes8-10: 28°C, aerated; lanes11-14: 28° C, low
oxygen. Approximately 600,000 CPM were loaded in lanes1, 2, 4,5,8, 9, 11,and12. All
other lanes were loaded with approximately1,200,000 CPM.10
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RESULTS
TISSUE TEMPERATURES OF MUSSELS IN THE FIELD
Internal tissue temperatures of mussels during emersion at low tide were recorded
seasonally at Strawberry Hill. Temperature measurements were made on mussels from
both high and low intertidal sites. Recorded temperatures on a day in July 1993 are shown
in Figure 9. Tissue temperatures in July and February ranged from approximately 9° to 23°
C. In July, tissue temperatures were above 18° C for 2.5 hours during emersion atthe
high site and for less than 30 minutes at the low site. Temperature data from a day in May
1993 show that tissue temperatures were above 18° C for approximately 3.5 hours at both
sites (Figure 10). These data are representative of the potential variability in tissue
temperatures, but since measurements were only made over discrete timeintervals around
low tide, and because weather conditions (e.g., wind, cloud cover) can fluctuate
immensely on a daily basis, they should not be interpreted to represent general seasonal
patterns. In addition, these data show the unpredictable nature of the temperature ranges
experienced by mussels on any given day. The time of day of the lowest low tide eachday
during spring tides varies seasonally; in the fall and winter the extreme low tides arein the
early evening and night, and in the spring and summer the extreme low tides are in the
early to mid morning (1995 Tide Tables for the Pacific Coast of North and South
America, NOAA, US Commerce Dept.).41
Figure 9. M. californianus tissue temperatures in relation to time of day over a single low
tide emersion period in July 1993, at high and low intertidal sites at Strawberry Hill. Each
point represents the mean temperature of five mussels. Error bars are + 1 standard error of
the mean. On day of measurements, sea water temperature was 10° C and air temperatures
were 11° - 15° C.
Figure 10. M californiatrus tissue temperatures in relation to time of day over a single
low tide emersion period in May 1993, at high and low intertidal sites at Strawberry Hill.
Each point represents the mean temperature of five mussels. Error bars are + 1 standard
error of the mean. On day of measurements, sea water temperature was 13.8°C and air
temperatures were 15° - 19° C.28
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HEAT-SHOCK PROTEIN INDUCTION PROFILES
General Patterns
Heat-shock protein induction experiments were conducted on field-collected
mussels from February to August of 1994. In most cases, visual analysis of labeled
protein bands revealed a clear HSP induction profile (Figure 1). The most prominent heat-
inducible protein bands were members of the Hsp70 class (apparent MW: 68-74 kDa) and
Hsp30 class (apparent MW: 31.5 kDa). These bands were faint or absent at lower
temperatures, and increased in intensity and width at higher temperatures. Other visible
protein bands were consistently present in all samples and at all temperatures tested, most
notable were two bands of 39 and 46 kDa. Synthesis of these non-heat-induced proteins
decreased at the higher temperatures which induced HSP synthesis.
Seasonal and Tidal Height Patterns in Hsp70 Induction Profiles
In February, there was a significant increase in the relative amount of Hsp70
synthesis at 23, 25 and 28° C in relation to synthesis levels at lower temperatures (Figure
11). Between 23 and 28° C there was an approximately 200% increase in the relative
amount of Hsp70 synthesized.
Beginning in March, individuals were collected at a high and low intertidal site,
while the February collection was from a single mid-intertidal site. The overall trend in the
March collection is similar to the February set, although the inclusion of mussels collected
from high and low on the shore revealed an additional pattern. In March, the relative
magnitude of the response is greater in the low intertidal mussels than in the high intertidal
mussels at all temperatures (Figure 12). The induction profiles in the May samples are44
Figure 11. M cahforniamis Hsp70 induction in relation to temperature. Mussels were
collected in February 1994 from a mid intertidal site at Strawberry Hill. Each point
represents the mean relative level of newly synthesized Hsp70 of six mussels, and the error
bars are + 1 standard error of the mean.
Figure 12. M californianus Hsp70 induction in relation to temperature in field collected
mussels in March, May, June, and August 1994 from high and low intertidal sites at
Strawberry Hill. Points represent means; March low: n=5; March high: n=4; May low:
n=8; May high: n=8; June low: n=5; June high: n=4; August low: n=3; August high: n=3.
Error bars are + 1 standard error of the mean.5
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similar to those in February and March. However, there is an overall reduction in the
magnitude of the response, and in particular a dramatic decline is seen in the relative
magnitude of the response in the low samples at 23° C. The pattern observed in the June
samples shows a continuation of this trend; the overall magnitude of the response, on a
relative scale, is smaller at 23°, 25°, and 28° C (note that 13° and 17° C were not tested in
the June collection). The differences between the high and the low samples are not as
great, and at 28° C there is no difference. The August samples indicate a continuation of
the pattern that began to emerge in the June samples. The magnitude of the heat shock
response is further reduced, and there is no longer a sharp induction profile, in either the
high or low samples (note that 13° C was not tested). In both high and low samples there
is practically a total flattening or dampening of the response observed in the winter and
early spring collections (Figure 12).
A split-plot ANOVA was used to statistically analyze the data from the HSP
induction experiments on field-collected mussels in March, May, June, and August. This
analysis indicated that temperature (TEMP, p < 0.0001), collection month (MONTH, p <
0.0007), and the interaction term between temperature and collection month (MONTH *
TEMP, p < 0.0001) were statistically significant in relation to explaining the observed
variation in relative levels of Hsp70 (Table 1). The analysis also revealed that there was
significant individual variability in Hsp70 expression among individual mussels (MUSS
(MONTH * HEIGHT), p < 0.0001). By this analysis, the tidal height collection site factor
was not significant in the model (HEIGHT, p < 0.7470) (Table 1).48
Table 1. Split-plot ANOVA: Variation in Hsp70 synthesis patterns in relation
to incubation temperature, collection month, tidal height, and individual mussel variability.
Values for relative level of Hsp70 were log-transformed prior to analysis. MONTH =
collection month, HEIGHT = tidal height site, MUSS = individual mussel, TEMP =
incubation temperature.Table 1.
Full Model Split-plot ANOVA, Dependent Variable: Relative level of Hsp70
SOURCE DF
Model 71
Error 124
Corr. Total
195
Whole Plot
SOURCE
MONTH
HEIGHT
MONTH HEIGHT
MUSS (MONTH HEIGHT)
Subplot
TEMP
MONTHTEMP
HEIGHT TEMP
MONTH' HEIGHT * TEMP
DF
3
1
3
32
SS MS F VALUE Pr > F
7.190743 0.101278 9.22 0.0001
1.361554 0.010980
8.552297
TYPE III MS
0.26889
0.00368
0.02109
0.03501
49
DENOM DFDENOM MSF VALUE Pr > F
32.14 0.03484 7.718 0.0005
32.17 0.03481 0.106 0.7470
32.14 0.03485 0.605 0.6165
124 0.01098 3.189 0.0001
4 0.79645 124 0.01098 72.535 0.0001
12 0.05837 124 0.01098 5.316 0.0001
4 0.02640 124 0.01098 2.404 0.0532
12 0.00687 124 0.01098 0.625 0.817450
HEAT-SHOCK PROTEIN STANDING-STOCK LEVELS; CONSTITUTIVE AND HEAT-
INDUCED Hsr70
Western blotting, with a monoclonal Hsp70 antibody, was utilized to measure the
relative levels of total Hsp70 (cognates and heat-induced forms) present in Mytilus
califomianus field individuals over the low tide emersion period, in high and low
populations, in summer and in winter. For quantification and comparison purposes, the
visible Hsp70 bands were divided into two groups of isoforms; a lower molecular weight
group (LMW-Hsp70, apparent mw: 66-68 kDa) and ahigher molecular weight group
(11MW-Hsp70, apparent mw 69-73 kDa).
There were distinct seasonal and tidal height differences, both in the quantity and
banding pattern of Hsp70 proteins that cross-reacted with the antibody we used. There
were no significant differences in Hsp70 levels over asingle low tide emersion period in
either the high or low intertidal sample, in summer and winter collections. The relative
amount of LMW-Hsp70 isoforms was significantly greater in the highintertidal mussels
than in the low intertidal mussels in the summer collection (p < 0.01). In the winter, there
was no significant difference in the amount of LMW-Hsp70in the gill of high and low
intertidal mussels (Figure 13).
Within the high intertidal site, there were significantly higher levels of LMW-
Hsp70 isoforms in the summer than in the winter (p < 0.01). Within the low site, there
were no significant differences.
The amount of HMW-Hsp7Os in summer was also significantly higher in the high
intertidal mussels than in the low intertidal mussels (p < 0.01). Within the high intertidal
site, there were no significant differences seasonally (Figure 14). Within the low intertidal
site, however, the amount of HMW-Hsp70 was higher in winter than in summer (Figure
14).51
Figure 13. Mean relative level of low molecular weight (66-68 kDa) Hsp70 isoforms in M
californianus gill in relation to intertidal collection site over a low tide emersion period in
summer and in winter. Error bars are + 1 standard error of the mean (n = 5).
Mussels were collected at high and low intertidal sites just as the water was receding (as
the tide was going out, H1 and Ll, respectively) and just prior to re-immersion (as the tide
was coming back in, H2 and L2). Gill tissue was immediately dissected fromthe mussels
and frozen on dry ice in the field.
Figure 14. Mean relative level of high molecular weight (69-73 kDa) Hsp70 isoforms in
M californiamis gill in relation to intertidal collection site over a low tide emersion period
in summer and in winter. Error bars are + 1 standard error of the mean (n = 5). Refer to
Figure 13. legend for further explanation.0.0
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DISCUSSION
TIME CONSIDERATIONS AND HSP30 EXPRESSION PATTERNS
I characterized HSP expression in Mytilus californianus gill in relation to
temperature and the heat-exposure time interval. I showed that HSP expression in M
californianus gill is a function of both heat-exposure temperature and heat-exposure time.
Increases in Hsp70 synthesis in response to heat stress over time were observed when I
labeled gill tissue during heat-exposure and when I labeled gill for a constant time period
after heat-exposure (Figure 4). Lindquist (1987) reports that in Drosophila spp. cells, for
a given heat treatment, a specific quantity of Hsp70 is synthesized before normal synthesis
is resumed. Although the results of this study do not directly address this issue, they are
consistent with Lindquist's (1987) interpretation.
Qualitatively, I observed that synthesis of Hsp30 consistently was induced at
slightly higher temperatures and/or with slightly longer heat exposure time intervals,
relative to Hsp70 synthesis patterns. Moreover, no Hsp30 synthesis was detected at 10°C
in gill incubated up to 10 hours, while I did find an increase in Hsp70 synthesis after eight
hours (Figures 6 & 7). Collectively, these observations suggest that Hsp30 may have a
different function than Hsp70 in the cell during heat stress, and that the cues that induce
Hsp30 synthesis may be different than those that initiate Hsp70 synthesis. For instance,
Hsp30 may not be involved in the immediate response and therefore, is not synthesized as
quickly or in as large quantities as Hsp70, or there may be no pre-existing mRNA for
Hsp30 and thus, its synthesis requires more time, or elevated synthesis of Hsp70 may be a
prerequisite for Hsp30 synthesis. This study can not specifically address any of these
speculations, although further HSP induction experiments could be designed to test some
of these possibilities. Variable expression of Hsp30 among different populations and54
species ofMytilus would be another intriguing direction to explore, especially since
species-distinct Hsp30 expression patterns have been observed in two other Mytilus
species found along the Pacific coast of North America, M trossulus and M.
galloprovincialis (G. Hofmann, pers. comm.).
The Hsp30 proteins observed in this study are most probably members of the low
molecular weight HSP family (sHSPs, small HSPs). Compared to other HSP groups (e.g.,
Hsp70, Hsp60, Hsp90), sHSPs exhibit a much lower level of homology among organisms
(i.e., they are highly species-specific) (Sanders 1993). However, many of the sHSPs show
a strong homology to alpha-crystallin, and many sHSPs are thought to form very large
homoaggregates, greater than 500 kDa (Morimoto et al. 1994, Patrusky 1990). Hsp30
synthesis patterns were not quantified in the other sections of this study because the
banding patterns observed on the autoradiographs were inconsistent. Welch (1992)
mentions that many sHSPs have low methionine contents, and thus, are not always
recognized with methods that use 35S-labeled methionine. In Drosophila, sHSPs are
expressed differentially during development and growth and in mammalian cells, the basal
level of sHSPs in different cell lines are extremely variable and their detection can be
problematic (Morimoto et al. 1994).
MUSSEL TISSUE TEMPERATURES IN THE FIELD
Tissue temperature data from mussels in the field show that 1) elevated
temperatures, high enough to induce HSPs, are experienced in the field, and that 2) there
is a high degree of variability and unpredictability in the absolute temperatures and
temperature ranges over any single, day-time low tide. Tissue temperatures for Mytilus
californicznus on the Oregon coast have also been measured by Elvin and Gonor (1979).
They recorded tissue temperatures in the field that ranged from 0° to 25°C on average and55
as high as 34°C in a single individual. They concluded that the greatest temperature ranges
occurred in the spring and summer. The temperatures at which I observed increases in
Hsp70 synthesis (20° - 25° C) are well with in the range of temperatures experienced by
mussels on a fairly regular basis in the field.
Although the extreme thermal variability in intertidal habitats is well-documented
and assumed to be of great importance in relation to the structure of populations and
communities, there are several unresolved issues. For example, what are the specific
characteristics of the thermal habitat that are important in physiological responses and in
interactions at the population- and community-level? Additional experiments, beyond the
scope of this study, could be designed to test the importance of maximum temperatures
experienced, the heat-exposure time interval, and the level of variability and predictability
of temperature ranges in relation to HSP expression patterns. These types of experiments
could serve both to increase our understanding of specific HSP expression in response to
natural thermal stress conditions and also as potential models for the importance of
relative levels of variability and predictability in habitat thermal characteristics (e.g., in
modeling organismal responses to climate change).
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN INDUCTION PROFILES
Seasonal Patterns
This study shows intraspecific differences in Hsp70 expression and total Hsp70
standing-stock levels in Mytilus californianus. I characterized the HSP induction profiles
from field-acclimatized, high and low intertidal M californianus. There was a sharp
increase in Hsp70 synthesis in response to acute heat shock in winter- and spring-
collected individuals. Based on the HSP induction profiles, there was a severe dampening56
of Hsp70 expression in summer-collected individuals. In the summer acclimatized mussels,
prior bouts of heat stress in the field may have raised Hsp70 concentrations to a level at
which there was no further increase in HSP synthesis with additional heat shocks.
Howarth (1991) found that one strain of pearl millet seedlings subjected to repeated
diurnal heat shocks over a 4-day period did not continue to synthesize HSPs during
subsequent heat shocks. The attenuation of HSP expression I found in the summer
induction experiments may be a reflection of the "potential heat stress" poise of summer
individuals. They may be poised to respond to a higher degree of heat stress, through the
occurrence of elevated standing-stock levelsof Hsp70 (see below) and thus did not show
a sharp HSP induction profile in response to acuteheat shocks over the temperature range
I tested.
Hypothetically, the curve of a plot of Hsp70 levels in relation to heat exposure
temperature could show an identical shape seasonally, withshifts along either the
temperature or Hsp70 level axes, or both. These types of changeswould indicate strong
temperature and seasonal effects, but not a strong interactioneffect. I found that the shape
of the curve describing the relationship between temperature and Hsp70 synthesis changed
seasonally. The fact that in the ANOVA the interaction term between collection month
and heat-stress exposure temperature was statistically significant suggests thatthe way in
which temperature affects Hsp70 synthesis varies seasonally.
Tidal Height Patterns
In the winter and spring collections, there were differences between thehigh and
low intertidal mussels in the induction profiles, with respect to induction temperaturesand
the magnitude of the HSP response. Low intertidal mussels showed Hsp70induction at
lower temperatures than the high intertidal mussels. The relative magnitude ofthe57
response was greater in the low individuals in winter andspring months. The differences
are consistent with tidal position within theintertidal zone; individuals collected from the
high intertidal show response patterns relative to those of the low intertidal individuals
that are consistent with the more extreme conditions that characterize the high zone. In
other words, the low intertidal mussels seem to be more sensitive to heat stress than the
high intertidal mussels and the high mussels seem to be more stress-acclimatized than the
low intertidal mussels. In the field, the low intertidal mussels are exposed to air for shorter
time intervals during low tide and experience less extreme temperature ranges than the
high intertidal mussels. These results suggest that these habitat differences may cause
intraspecific variation in the heat-shock response ofM. californianus.
HSP70 STANDING-STOCK LEVELS IN GILL TISSUE
The comparison of total relative levels of Hsp70 in field-collected mussels in
summer and winter, from high and low intertidalsites revealed substantial differences with
respect to collection time and site. High intertidal mussels had higher levelsof LMW-
Hsp70 and HMVV-Hsp70 than the low shore mussels in summer. Within the high intertidal
site, mussels had higher LMW-Hsp70 and HMW-Hsp70 levels in the summer than in the
winter. The differences I observed in the total LMW-Hsp70 levels in individuals fromthe
high and low sites in summer may reflect that the potential heat, and/or other forms of
environmental stress are greater in the high site.
One confounding factor was that these measurements include both heat-induced
Hsp70 and Hsp70 cognate isoforms. The specific isoforms of heat-induced and cognates
present (and recognized by the anti-Hsp70 antibody) may varyseasonally. It is possible
that Hsp70 cognate levels vary seasonally, independent of direct temperature effects. For
example, during periods of the year when there is enhanced growth, there might be58
elevated Hsp70 cognate levels due to a greater demand for chaperones to assist in the
assembly of new proteins (G. Somero, pers. comm.). Within the arbitrary low and high
molecular weight Hsp70 isoforms, the exact isoform composition of the groups may vary
seasonally. The one-dimensional electrophoresis and western blotting technique that I used
does not have high enough resolution to distinguish between Hsp70 isoforms, otherthan
gross distinctions based on apparentmolecular weights. I am currently using two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis techniques to attempt to resolve some of these
uncertainties.
THE CELLULAR THERMOMETER MODEL
Some of the patterns in M califorrnanus Hsp70 expression I observed seasonally
and between high and low intertidal sites are consistent with the "cellularthermometer"
hypothesis (Craig & Gross 1991). Craig and Gross proposed (1991) that as the standing-
stock Hsp70 levels (i.e., the total cellular pool of Hsp70) increase in the cell,the
temperature required to induce new Hsp70 synthesis increases. Inwinter and early-spring
I saw a strong pattern of Hsp70 synthesis in response to acute heat-stress,while in late-
spring and summer this response was absent, and by late-summer there was a severe
dampening of the heat-shock response. The levels of Hsp70 present in high intertidal
mussels were significantly higher in the summer than in the winter. Taken together, these
two conclusions support the Craig and Grossmodel. The seasonal reduction of the heat-
shock response in mussels in the field may be due to the higher standing-stocklevels of
HSPs in the summer. With increased levels of HSPs in the cell, additional HSPsynthesis
may not occur in response to acuteheat-stress. This interpretation is consistent with the
patterns I observed in the high intertidal mussels. However,in the low intertidal mussels, I
also observed a dampening of the heat-shock response, but without a correspondingrise in59
Hsp70 standing-stock levels. This suggests that our current understanding is incomplete
and that there may be other factors related to intertidal acclimatization that are affecting
these patterns. The change in induction profiles seasonally and the change in Hsp70
standing-stock levels may not be directly linked, and they may be controlled by
independent mechanisms.60
III. HEAT-SHOCK PROTEIN EXPRESSION IN MYTILUS
CALIFORNIANUS: LABORATORY ACCLIMATION STUDIES
INTRODUCTION
I examined heat-shock protein expression in laboratory acclimated Mytilus
californianus. The two main objectives of the lab acclimation were: 1) to determine
whether the heat-shock protein induction profiles and standing-stock levels of Hsp70
varied with acclimation temperature and 2) to compare the heat-shock protein expression
in lab-acclimated mussels with the expression in field (i.e. pre-acclimation) mussels. I
conducted HSP induction experiments with gill tissue from field mussels and from mussels
acclimated to 10°, 13°, 17°, and 20° C. I also measured relative levels of Hsp70 with
western blotting techniques in 10° C-acclimated, 20° C-acclimated, and field mussels.
METHODS
FIELD COLLECTIONS
Mytilus californiamts (60-80 mm shell length) were collected at Strawberry Hill,
Oregon (44° 15' N, 127° 07' W) on May 15, 1994 during low tide. 125 mussels were
haphazardly selected from a mid-intertidal rock bench, within an approximately 4m2 area.
Mussels, maintained at or below ambient temperature by small bags of ice and cold packs,
were transported in a cooler to the laboratorywithin several hours of collection. The sea
water temperature at the time of collection was 12° C. Gill tissue samples were also
collected from mussels dissected in the field on the same day at the same site. Gill lamellae61
were removed and immediately frozen on dry ice.They were transported back to the
laboratory on dry ice and then stored at - 70° C.
ACCLIMATION PROCEDURE
On the day of collection, immediately upon return from the field, all mussels were
placed in a tank with recirculating sea water at 13° C. The next day, the mussels were
divided into 4 tanks, 30 mussels per tank. Tank #1 was set at 12° C and was adjusted
down 1° C per day for two days. Tank #1 was then maintained at 10° C. Tank #2 was set
at 13° C, and maintained at this temperature for the duration of theacclimation period.
Tank #3 was set at 14° C and was adjusted up 2° C the following day, and up 1° C the day
after that. Tank #3 was then maintained at 17° C. Tank #4 was set at 14° C and was
adjusted up 2° C per day for three days. Tank #4 was then maintained at 20° C. All tanks
were maintained for seven weeks after all target temperatures(10°, 13°, 17°, and 20° C)
were reached. Mussels were fed an algal concentratemixture (Algae Preserve Diet B,
Coast Seafood Co.) approximately every four days.
HSP INDUCTION EXPERIMENTS AND HSP70 WESTERN BLOTTING
Heat-shock protein induction experiments (as described in the field
acclimatization studies section) were conducted on fresh field-collected mussels in May,
and on 10° C-acclimated, 13° C-acclimated, 17° C-acclimated, and 20° C-acclimated
mussels in July, after a seven week acclimation period. The temperatures used in the May
HSP induction experiments were 10°, 13°, 17°, 20°, 23°, 25°, and 28° C. For the HSP
induction experiments on the acclimated mussels, 13° C was eliminated and 32° C was
added. All other temperatures were the same as in the May experiments. Relative62
standing-stock Hsp70 levels were measured with western blotting techniques in the
mussels dissected in the field in May, and in the 10° C-acclimated and 20° C-acclimated
mussels.
The specific materials and methods used for the HSP induction experiments, tissue
processing, protein electrophoresis, fluorography, and quantification of bands were
identical to the procedures described in the field acclimatization studies section. In
addition, the same protocol for the Hsp70 western blotting used in the field studies was
followed.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SAS (SASInstitute, Inc.) and SYSTAT (Systat Inc.) software programs were
used for the statistical analyses.
HSP Induction Experiments
I was interested in comparing the relative level of Hsp70 synthesized in relation to
incubation temperature and acclimation treatment (pre-acclimation (field), 10° C, 13° C,
17° C, and 20°C acclimation). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to analyze the
results. Incubation temperature (TEMP) and acclimation treatment(ACCLTRT)were the
independent variables and the relative level of Hsp70 was the dependent variable. Since
individual mussels were divided into separate gill fragments, sub-units, in the induction
experiments, a split-plot ANOVA was the appropriate design (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).
ACCLTRTwas a unit (whole mussel) level effect, and TEMP was a sub-unit(gill
fragment) level effect.Avariable to designate "among whole mussel variation" (MUSS)
was also included in the analysis. Sincethe relative level of Hsp70 was calculated as a63
ratio, and based on exploratory data analyses (which revealed unequal variances), these
data were log-transformed prior to running the analysis.
Hsp 70 standing stock levels
ANOVA was also used to analyze the results of the Hsp70 western blotting. The
relative level of Hsp70 was the dependent variable, and acclimation treatment was the
independent variable (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).
RESULTS
HSP INDUCTION EXPERIMENTS
I observed the characteristic heat-shock response, an increase in Hsp70 synthesis
in relation to heat-stress, in freshly field-collected (i.e. pre-acclimation) mid intertidal M
californianus in May 1994 (Figure 15). The Hsp70 expression in these mid-intertidal
mussels was similar to the pattern of expression observed in high and low intertidal
mussels from the same month (Figure 12 & 15). The levels of newly synthesized Hsp70
were relatively constant and low between 10° Cand 20° C. Between 20° C and 25° C
there was a sharp increase in the relative level of newly synthesized Hsp70. The amounts
of newly synthesized Hsp70 at 25° C and 28° C were over three times the levels at 10° C
and 13° C.
A comparison of the results of the HSP induction experiments from the pre-
acclimation mussels (Figure 15) and the results from the temperature-acclimated mussels
(Figure 16) reveal several differences. Overall, the relative magnitude of the levels of64
Figure 15. M californianus (pre-acclimated) Hsp70 induction in relation to temperature.
Mussels were collected in May 1994 from a mid intertidal site at Strawberry Hill. Each
point represents the mean relative level of newly synthesized Hsp70 of two mussels, and
the error bars are + 1 standard error of the mean.
Figure 16. M californianus (acclimated) Hsp70 induction in relation to temperature.
Mussels were collected in May 1994 from a mid intertidal site at Strawberry Hill and
acclimated in the laboratory for seven weeks. Each point represents the mean relative level
of newly synthesized Hsp70 and the error bars are + 1 standard error of the mean. Sample
sizes were: 10° C-acclimation, n=5; 13° C-acclimation, n=6; 17° C-acclimation, n=7; 20°
C-acclimation, n=7.5
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newly synthesized Hsp70 was reduced in the 10° C, 13° C, and 17° C-acclimated mussels,
when compared to the pre-acclimation mussels. In addition, the trend of a sharp increase
in Hsp70 synthesis with respect to temperature was not as strong in the temperature-
acclimated mussels.
Within the acclimated groups, no obvious shifts in the induction profiles occurred
among the different acclimation treatments; the induction profilein the 10° C-acclimated
mussels did not show enhanced synthesis of Hsp70 at relatively lower temperatures and
the induction profile in the 17° C-acclimated mussels did not show enhanced synthesis at
relatively higher temperatures. The induction profile in the 20° C-acclimation group,
however, possibly suggests that these mussel synthesized more Hsp70 at 32° C than the
mussels in the other three acclimation groups (Figure 16).
The Split-plot ANOVA model showed that acclimation treatment (ACCLTRT, p <
0.0001), temperature (TEMP, p < 0.0001), and the interaction between these two factors
(ACCLTRT * TEMP, p < 0.0001) explained a significant portion of the variation in
relative levels of newly synthesized Hsp70 (Table 2). This model also shows that the
variation in response among individual mussels was significant (p < 0.0052) (Table 2).
HSP70 STANDING-STOCK LEVELS
I measured Hsp70 levels with western blotting techniques in field-collected, and
10° C- and 20° C-acclimated mussels. The relative levels of two groups of Hsp70 isoforms
(lower molecular weight, 66 - 68 kDa (LMW-Hsp70), and higher molecular weight, 69-73
kDa (HMW-Hsp70)) are shown in Figure 17. The levels of HMW-Hsp70 are relatively
consistent across treatments. The measured level of the LMW-Hsp70 group were higher
in the field mussels than in either group of acclimated mussels. There were no significant
statistical differences among any of these three treatment groups.68
Table 2. Split-plot ANOVA: Variation in Hsp70 synthesis patterns in relation to
incubation temperature,acclimation temperature, and individual variability. Values for
relative level of Hsp70 were log-transformed prior to analysis. ACCLTRT = acclimation
treatment, MUSS = individual mussel, TEMP = incubation temperature.69
Table 2.
Full Model Split-plot ANOVA, Dependent Variable: Relative level of Hsp70
SOURCE DF SS MS F VALUE Pr > F
Model 47 4.30611 0.09162 10.60 0.0001
Error 114 0.98552 0.00864
Corr. Total 161 5.29163
Whole Plot
SOURCE DFTYPE DI MSDENOM DFDENOM MSF VALUE Pr > F
ACCLTRT 4 0.19671 18.93 0.01889 10.416 0.0001
MUSS (ACCLTRT) 18 0.01948 114 0.00864 2.253 0.0052
Subplot
TEMP 5 0.56659 114 0.00864 65.540 0.0001
ACCLTRT * TEMP 20 0.02668 114 0.00864 3.087 0.000170
Figure 17. Mean relative level of standing-stock Hsp70 in gill tissue from field collected
and 10° C- and 20° C-acclimated M. californianus. Each bar represents the mean of six
individuals and error bars are +1 standard error of the mean.0
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DISCUSSION
HSP70 INDUCTION PROFILES
Although there were significant differences among the induction profiles in field-
collected (pre-acclimation), 10° C-, 13° C-, 17° C-, and 20° C-acclimated mussels, there
was no obvious shift in the induction profiles that wouldindicate that acclimated mussels
were responding directly to their acclimation temperature.These results may indicate that
additional or alternative responses, other than the heat-shock response, may be involved in
the acclimation process. Although the heat-shock response is known to operate on the
immediate and short-term time scales (hours to days), there may other mechanisms,
possibly at the tissue-level, or higher levels of biological organization, that are involved in
longer-term (on the scale of weeks to months) acclimation. Although in some cases HSP
expression and thermotolerance appear to be directly linked, whether or not similar
relationships exist during long-term thermal acclimation are unresolved.
Howarth (1991) states that evidence argues against a long-term protective role for
HSPs, despite their persistence, and he suggests that their de novo synthesis is required for
thermotolerance. Furthermore, given the significant energetic costs incurred by elevated
HSP synthesis, it does not seem unreasonable to suspect that mechanisms other than the
heat-shock response and potentially less costly to the organism might operate on longer
time scales. There might also be specific mechanisms that have evolved in organisms that
experience regular and unpredictable thermal conditions, as is the case for poikilotherms in
intertidal habitats. One approach to begin to unravel these mechanisms would be to design
experiments to compare HSP expression patterns in closely related (i.e., phylogenetically-
related) species that live in habitats with different levels of thermal variability and/or73
predictability; for example, closely related species that lived along a gradient from the
intertidal to the deep sea (e.g., Levinton 1973).
In addition, there are numerous confounding factors that may, in part, account for
these inconclusive results. First, mussels in the mid-intertidal zone are exposed to air on a
daily basis in the field; in the lab, the acclimated mussels were continually submerged.
Thus, I did not just alter the temperature range, I also subjected the laboratory mussels to
a subtidal environment. Continual submersion may affect HSP expression in mussels,
especially since submersion may alter their entire activity budget and metabolism.
Second, the time of collection may affect the acclimation process. Mussels
collected at different times may show different responses following laboratory acclimation.
Third, I can not be sure that the acclimation period (seven weeks) was sufficient or that I
chose an extreme enough range of acclimation temperatures. Given that M californianus
experience extremely variable conditions in the field, they may not respond to temperature
changes of this magnitude over this time period. Nonetheless, since I did see changes in
the induction profiles in field individuals over equivalent time periods, this does not seem
highly probable, although the seasonal cues to which mussels are responding in the field
may have many other components besides temperature.
HSP70 STANDING-STOCK LEVELS
The relative levels of Hsp70 pools, as measured by western blotting, were similar
in mussels acclimated to 10° and 20° C, and were lower, though not significantly, than the
levels in freshly field-collected (i.e., pre-acclimation) mussels. This was true for both the
HMW-Hsp70 and LMW-Hsp70 groups measured. Although, a priori, a rise in Hsp70
pools in mussels acclimated to 20° C might be expected, this did not occur. One possible
explanation is that other mechanisms are responsible for long-term acclimation, as74
mentioned above. Synthesis of stress proteins, like all protein synthesis, is expensive in
terms of the energy budget of an animal (Creighton 1993). Hawkins (1991) has measured
the costs of protein synthesis to comprise 20-25% of the energy budget of the bay mussel,
Mytilus edulis. The cost of synthesis of stress proteins, or molecular chaperones, is
probably additionally high, since 1) they do not directly contribute to increases in growth
or reproduction, and 2) because under stressconditions they are synthesized preferentially,
and all other cellular proteins that are critical for the normal development, growth,
maintenance and reproduction of the organism are either synthesized at reduced rates, or
not synthesized at all. These factors suggest that some organisms,especially those that live
in habitats with variable or unpredictable temperature fluctuations, may have evolved
alternative mechanisms to survive under long-term elevated temperature conditions.
The absence of any difference in Hsp70 pools between 10° C- and 20° C-
acclimated mussels may indicate that these mussels were truly acclimated, and no longer
exhibited any immediate or short-term effects of the imposed temperature regime. In
addition, the observed difference in Hsp70 pools in the pre-acclimated and acclimated
mussels may indicate a response to a constant temperature habitat (i.e., laboratory
conditions) in relation to a variable and fluctuating temperature regime (i.e., field
conditions). Mussels in the field may maintain higher total pools of Hsp70 in response to
the variability in temperatures in the intertidal and unpredictable nature of the absolute
temperatures that occur in their habitat. These results are not consistent with the "cellular
thermometer" hypothesis, and again, may suggest that additional control mechanisms
exist. Alternatively, other, unidentified factors, may be responsible for the reduction in
total Hsp70 pools in the 10° C- and 20° C-acclimated mussels in relation to the field
mussels.75
IV. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The heat-shock response patterns observed for M californianus show that 1)
Hsp70 induction in relation to temperature and total Hsp70 pools change on a seasonal
basis and 2) the Hsp70 induction pattern and total Hsp70 pools vary with microhabitat
location at one site. I observed that HSP expression in M californianus is dependent
upon acclimatization and tidal-height position. In addition, it is clearthat the heat shock
response to a given heat treatment involves both a temperature and aduration component.
The results of this study do not support the concept of a distinct, genetically-fixed
threshold temperature for HSP induction. Thus, for any given combination of time and
temperature, characterizing the HSP response trend over a range of temperatures may be
more accurate than attempting to determine anabsolute threshold induction temperature,
at least for M californianus.
The regulation of HSP expression may be fundamentally different in organisms that
experience wide temperature fluctuations on daily basis, as compared with animals in less
thermally variable habitats, or those that may behaviorally avoid wide fluctuations in body
temperature. The concept of a narrow temperature window of HSP synthesisinitiation
may not be applicable or appropriate for intertidal organisms.M californianus and other
sessile or sedentary organisms in the intertidal habitat may be poised for drastic
temperature changes; HSP induction may not be tightly regulated in terms of an on/off
temperature switch. In some organisms, most notably Drosophila spp. (Lindquist1987)
there is essentially total suppression of non-HSP protein synthesis at heat shock
temperatures. In M californianus there is partial, rather than total, suppressionof
synthesis of other proteins.
Dietz and Somero (1992) emphasize that causal relationships among HSP
induction temperatures, constitutive HSP levels and an organism's acclimation or
evolutionary adaptation temperature conditions should not be inferred from a limited data76
set, given the plasticity and variability in the heat shock response when measured in natural
populations. Indeed, these results indicate that the recent environmental (thermal and
other factors involved in intertidal acclimatization) history and laboratory acclimation of
individuals within a single population can influence their HSP induction profiles and their
standing-stock levels of Hsp70 on seasonal and tidal-height bases. The observed
intraspecific differences between high and low intertidal M californianus may be related
to many other environmental factors besides temperature, including desiccation and
available feeding time, as well as settlement and recruitment-level processes. The results
from both the field studies and the laboratory acclimation studies support this conclusion.
Intertidal acclimatization has been shown to affect several biochemical and physiological
parameters in Mytilus edulis (Demers & Guderley 1994). The change in induction profiles
of M califorrzianus with seasonal acclimatization is further evidence that HSP threshold
induction temperatures are not genetically fixed (Dietz 1994, Dietz and Somero 1992).
Several studies have documented interspecific differences in HSP expression that
are correlated to known habitat differences (limpets (Sanders et al.1991), freshwater
hydra (Bosch et al. 1988), and sea anemones (Sharp et. al. 1994)). These researchers
found species-specific differences in the stress response and conclude that habitat
differences can be an important element in the development of the heat-shock response.
The extent to which an organism's habitat determines its HSP response is not known.
There may be short-term habitat effects, as I observed on a seasonal basis and between
high and low intertidal sites. On longer time scales, generations and evolutionary, the
effects may be more complex, since the HSP response may in part determine habitat, or
more likely, there is a complex interplay between an organism'simmediate and ancestral
habitat and its HSP expression.
Based on the intraspecific differences observed in this study, it would be
interesting to further explore connections between HSP expression and whole organism
physiological and population traits, such as growth rates and reproductive output.77
Significant differences in growth rates between mussels in different tidal locations at
Strawberry Hill have been measured by Menge et al. (1994). E. Dahlhoff (pers. comm.)
has found differences in capacity for protein synthesis as indicated by RNA:DNA ratios in
high and low intertidal Mytilus califomianus at Strawberry Hill. Hawkins & Bayne
(1992) note that mussels can tolerate a wide range of environmental conditions and that
their responses can be quite plastic. The differences we observed between high and low
individuals and seasonally may be another manifestation of this plasticity.
Sanders et al. (1991) suggest that species that inhabit unpredictable and more
extreme environments might be characterized by a more extensive stress response. This
generalization may be too broad; there is considerable evidence that many biological
processes and components, such as proteins and membrane fluidity, are "fine-tuned" to
function optimally over the normal temperature range of a given species; across species
with widely differing body temperatures, evolutionary processes have maintained a
conservation of functions critical to the maintenance of life (Hochachka & Somero 1984,
Somero 1995). Specifically how HSP response adaptations interact with other adaptations
to environmental conditions is unknown. Another hypothesis proposes that the "standing
stock" of HSPs may be an indication of the cumulative stress load on an organism
(Sanders et al. 1992). It is tempting to apply this interpretation to the observed differences
in Hsp70 levels in mussels at the high and low intertidal sites. And yet, with the rapidly
accumulating evidence for a variety of functions of constitutive forms of HSPs, and the
possibility that there may be multiple functions even within one class of HSPs, at most this
suggestion should be only tentative. Moreover, since HSP cognate levels may vary with
development and growth, and since often the HSP levels measured include both stress-
induced and constitutive HSPs, trying to find a direct link between total HSP levels with a
"stress load" may not help to further our understanding of HSP function and
environmental stress. Nonetheless many questions persist; such as: what is the relationship
between stressful conditions and the observed response at the tissue level and the78
physiological condition of the whole organism and what correlation, if any, can be found
between HSP expression and growth and/or reproduction or other population level
variables?
This study raises many questions concerning the regulation of HSP expression in
natural populations. These data show that HSP expression varies within a species with
field acclimatization. What are the proximate and ultimate causes of this change? I also
observed seasonal and tidal-height differences in the relative levels of Hsp70. These
differences might be a reflection of differences in microhabitat environmental conditions.
How, in a mechanistic sense, are these different Hsp70 levels achieved and maintained?
What cues are utilized to induce a change in the levels? Identification of the different
isoforms of Hsp70 and determination of which forms are stress-induced and which forms
vary with respect to season and/or tidal height position would be afirst step in addressing
these questions. Various stress-induced Hsp70 isoforms may have different functions,
environmental cues, and synthesis and turnover rates. The exact nature of HSP induction,
the time component of expression, and total levels in the cell may be isoform-specific
traits. Additionally, HSP isoforms may vary with the specific nature of the environmental
stress imposed and with developmental or life-stage factors.
These results also have several implications with regard to laboratory acclimation
studies. Since Hsp70 expression varied dramatically on a seasonal basis in the field, the
collection time may be more important than is routinely recognized; that is, the starting
point or "zero point" of an laboratory acclimation will depend on when the organisms
were collected in the field. In addition, the exact response to theacclimation conditions
may depend on the collection season. The results from thelaboratory acclimation study
also underline the importance of appropriate controls. Since the organisms that were
maintained in the laboratory were continually immersed, it would have been instructive to
have sampled a natural population of mussels that was also continually submerged (i.e., a
subtidal population).79
Sanders (1993) acknowledges that HSPs may function in other processes that
include rapid breakdown or reorganization of tissues, such as larval settlement (in
organisms that go through metamorphosis to reach the adult stage) and resorption of
gametes. In fact, HSPs, by responding to changes in environmentalconditions, could be
involved in the initiation and/or control of changes in life-stages (Sanders 1993).
Continued studies on heat-shock protein expression in individuals from natural
populations has the potential to add considerably to ecological research at the population-
and community-level. Areas of ecological research that may particularly benefitfrom
studies on the effects of sublethal environmental stress include: 1) modeling ofeffects of
global climate change, 2) determinants of biogeographic ranges, and specificallythe
persistence of populations at the margins of their distribution limits (e.g., Hoffman &
Blows 1993), 3) the importance of environmental "predictability" and "stability"in
community structure patterns, and 4) a mechanistic understanding of howfacilitations,
positive biotic interactions among species, may ameliorate harsh environmentalconditions
(e.g., Bertness & Callaway 1994).
Several researchers (Dunham 1993, Murdoch 1993) have outlined the potential
utility of individual-based ecological models concerning the effects of globalclimate
change. Indeed, Murdoch (1993) states the somewhat self-evident pointthat "...global
environmental change and especially changes in climate will initially affect ecological
communities by altering the physiology and behavior of individual organisms." Bertness
and Callaway (1994) suggest that community structure models shouldexplicitly include
both negative biotic interactions (e.g., competition, predation) and positivebiotic
interactions (e.g., mutualism, facilitation). In fact, they propose that bioticinteractions and
environmental conditions should be more tightly coupled in ecological research
approaches in order to understand the role that positive interactions play incommunity
structure dynamics. As our understanding of howenvironmental stress affects biochemical
and physiological processes of individuals increases, we will become betterequipped to80
address the role of environmental stress in the structuring of natural populations and
communities.
Finally, Huey and Bennett (1991) delineate two alternative conclusions concerning
the ecological and evolutionary relevance of heat-shock protein expression. They suggest
that the ubiquitous and highly conserved nature of HSPs implies that either 1)
physiological stress is a common and universal experience of organisms, or 2) that HSPs
also play an essential role in normal (i.e., non-stressful) physiological responses (Huey &
Bennett 1991). As the continued heat-shock protein story develops and as the implications
of HSP expression at higher levels of biological organization are further explored, it
appears as if both of these predictions will be verified.81
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